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CHICAGO, Feb. 26, 2019 /PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- Haute Design Network by Haute Residence
welcomes Marshall Erb to its invitation-only interior design network. As a Haute Design partner,
Erb exclusively represents the Interior Design market in Chicago, Illinois.
From an early age, Marshall had a gift for creating spaces people love. Since launching his firm in
1998, he has been able to turn his passion for design into a thriving business with a diverse list of
satisfied local, national, and international clients. His attention to detail and easy-going nature let
him take away much of the stress associated with most construction and design projects.
A graduate of the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago, Marshall brings an architect's eye to
all his projects, literally working from the ground up to help realize his client's vision. From new
construction to whole house renovation and remodeling, he is able to leverage the best of current
technology and construction techniques while creating timeless designs that balance scale and
proportion with function and comfort.
An expert in art, antiques, and textiles, Marshall creates carefully curated rooms that provide a
perfect reflection of their owner's taste and lifestyle. His knowledge of architecture and design
allow him to create custom furniture and mill work to fit any space or period.
Marshall's work has been featured in Traditional Home, Luxe, Chicago Tribune, CS Interiors,
Décor, Renovation Style, and Sophisticated Living, among others. He has been lauded as a Top 10
Designer in Chicago by Decorilla and a Top Influencer by Fixr.com. Additionally, he has been
named to Traditional Home's "20 Young Designers to Watch," the Merchandise Mart's "Ones to
Watch" list, and the LUXE Gold List.
About Haute Residence:
Haute Residence is a luxe digital platform for real estate and interior design connoisseurs. As a
leading real estate, design and architectural platform, Haute Residence connects affluent readers
with the most powerful and renowned agents, developers and designers. The elite, expert-curated

platform offers the latest in real estate and design news, showcasing the world's most
extraordinary residences and projects on the market.
About Haute Design:
Designed as a partnership-driven luxury design portal featuring two leading interior designers in
each prominent market across the world, Haute Residence focuses on growing its member's
brands as key influencers on design and deemed to be the best in their specific market.
Offering clients, a unique convenience, the Haute Design Network provides homebuyers the
opportunity to find their dream havens with the help of some of the world's leading interior
designers. Beyond that, HauteResidence.com—which has garnered a phenomenal following since
its successful launch three years ago—showcases the world's most extraordinary residences and
developments on the market, design features, trends in the market and expert advice from our
interior design partners.
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